Soundproofing for Mini firewall with fire retardant backing

1. Bulkhead fire wall sound deadening piece for MK3 cars, 1970 onwards .................................. CZH798
2. Bulkhead fire wall sound deadening piece for MK1/2 and vans etc. ................................. 24A280
3. a. Front and rear set of shaped floor sound deadening felts with the front wheel arches. ............. FELT01
b. Roll of fire retardant felt (1 x 1.37 metre). ........................................................................ FELT
c. Tub of felt adhesive (250ml). .................... FELT860
4. Bonnet insulation kit
   Includes 4 segments to fit in between stiffener supports under bonnet sound insulation keeps engine noise from entering driving compartment. ............................. 4TH9615
5. Three part soundproof kit.
   Includes the tailored floor kit with front wheel arches, plus the bonnet and bulk head pieces, great for reducing road noise on old cars or replacing lost or worn out pieces.
a. For MK1/2 Minis pre 1970 (items no. 2,3a&4) ................. MS90
b. For MK3 Minis 1970 on (items no. 1,3a&4) ................. MS91
6. Sound proofing pads 8x19" approx.
   Stick on (commonly used in doors & roof). Order individually as PT4008

Car Covers

7. Custom fitted car covers with under body straps, double stitched & elasticated hems. Comes with storage bag.
a. Heavy duty Outdoor Mini Saloon car cover. Totally waterproof, vented, soft lined vehicle cover with ultimate weather protection. CCC101
b. Indoor Mini Saloon tailored car cover. Breathable, water resistant, light weight vehicle cover CCC103

Boot Board & Liner

8. Boot Board, black carpet with edge piping.
   a. fits with 5.5 gallon single tank pre 1974 ......... CCC110
   b. fits with 7.5 gallon single tank 1974 to injection .CCC111
   c. fits with 5.5 gallon twin tank .......................... CCC112
d. fits all injection cars. ......................................... CCC113
e. original type boot board brackets and rubber buffers. ..................................................... CCC115
9. Plastic boot load liner, sturdy, lightweight and easily removable. This liner is tailor made for cars from 1974 on with larger 7.5 gallon gas tanks. Keeps your luggage clean and helps to stop small items rolling around, by having a box section for de-icer, tools and polish, etc ......................................................... EBF100150
    a. Red ............................................. CCC119
    b. Black ............................................. CCC118
11. Bootlid internal liner panel for insulation and protection of bootlid from dents and scrapes. Fittings included ................. 14A9838
12. Speaker board with 6" x 9" oval cut outs in wood, carpeted completely.
    Fits under rear seat.
    a. Red ............................................. CCC117
    b. Black ............................................. CCC116
13. Mini pickup flat tilt cover. Supplied with eyelets & fittings for custom installation. Black only. ................. 14E3062
14. Soft material. For cars with wheel well for carrying spare in horizontal position. 10" and 12" wheels only. .......... CK902
15. Battery box cover .......... 5L877
16. Strap for battery box cover .......... 14A7776

Easy on-line ordering at www.minimania.com
Heavy Duty Overmats

1. Heavy duty specially tailored overmats with either Mini, Mini Cooper or Mini Spares Logo as shown. Complete set front and rear.
   - ‘Mini Cooper’ emblem. Order pair as ................. CARPET13
2. No longer available
3. ‘Mini Spares Logo’ emblem. Order pair as ................. CARPET11
4. Cannon Rubber Overmats. Non slip back for extra safety. Set of low cost rubber overmats to protect carpets. Grey carpet has heal pad on drivers side, front mats are tailored for 2 sizes with easy cutting groves for exact fit. Sold as a set of 4 (as shown).
   - Cannon Rubber Overmats: ................. EAH10480
5. Square rubber mats for rear (not shown). Order Individually ................. GAC181

Deluxe Carpet Sets

Complete deluxe carpet sets containing shaped and contoured front and rear carpets complete with heel pads either side, seat rubbing strips and handbrake gaiter in color keyed material. Also contains wheel arch carpet and side panels. With Soundproof backing already attached where needed.

   - Black ................. CK960A
   - Red ................. CK960M
9. Pre shaped for cars 1973 on with rod change gearbox tunnel.
   - Black ................. CK962A
   - Red ................. CK962M
   - Grey ................. CK962P

Interior trim

10. MK1/2 Interior trim for Mini (not shown. As No. 11 with dash trim)
   a. MK1/2 13 piece interior trim kit in black. MSSK1010
   b. MK1/2 13 piece interior trim kit in grey. ................. MSSK1009REY
11. MK3 Interior trim in old classic Mini style (as shown).
   a. MK3 Windup window 9 piece trim black kit ................. MSSK1007
   b. MK3 Windup window 9 piece trim grey kit ................. MSSK1008
   c. MK3 Windup window 9 piece trim red kit ................. MSSK1009
   d. MK3 Windup window 4 piece black, door and rear sides only trim kit. Black only. ................. MSSK1011
12. Rear parcel shelf in black only . . ALE3153
13. Rear parcel shelf in basic style only . . ALE3153

Dashliners

14. For central speedo type with 2 gauges pod.
   a. Black painted without air vents ................. VGA4192
   b. Black painted with air vents ................. VGA4188
   c. Black vinyl covered with air vents ................. ALE2928
   d. Black vinyl covered without air vents ................. ALE2927
   e. Central speedo, single clock as per van black painted without air vents ................. VGA4187
   f. Black painted for 3 clock type dash with the offset clocks.
      (Right Hand Drive) ................. DT3047A
15. Lower dash parcel shelf black liner ................. VGA1995